A Robust Molecular Network Motif for Period-Doubling Devices.
Life is sustained by a variety of cyclic processes such as cell division, muscle contraction, and neuron firing. The periodic signals powering these processes often direct a variety of other downstream systems, which operate at different time scales and must have the capacity to divide or multiply the period of the master clock. Period modulation is also an important challenge in synthetic molecular systems, where slow and fast components may have to be coordinated simultaneously by a single oscillator whose frequency is often difficult to tune. Circuits that can multiply the period of a clock signal (frequency dividers), such as binary counters and flip-flops, are commonly encountered in electronic systems, but design principles to obtain similar devices in biological systems are still unclear. We take inspiration from the architecture of electronic flip-flops, and we propose to build biomolecular period-doubling networks by combining a bistable switch with negative feedback modules that preprocess the circuit inputs. We identify a network motif and we show it can be "realized" using different biomolecular components; two of the realizations we propose rely on transcriptional gene networks and one on nucleic acid strand displacement systems. We examine the capacity of each realization to perform period-doubling by studying how bistability of the motif is affected by the presence of the input; for this purpose, we employ mathematical tools from algebraic geometry that provide us with valuable insights on the input/output behavior as a function of the realization parameters. We show that transcriptional network realizations operate correctly also in a stochastic regime when processing oscillations from the repressilator, a canonical synthetic in vivo oscillator. Finally, we compare the performance of different realizations in a range of realistic parameters via numerical sensitivity analysis of the period-doubling region, computed with respect to the input period and amplitude. Our mathematical and computational analysis suggests that the motif we propose is generally robust with respect to specific implementation details: functionally equivalent circuits can be built as long as the species-interaction topology is respected. This indicates that experimental construction of the circuit is possible with a variety of components within the rapidly expanding libraries available in synthetic biology.